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ABSTRACT
The banking industry regularly mounts campaigns to improve
customer value by offering new products to existing customers.
This approach gained momentum as a result of the increasing
availability of customer data and improved analysis capabilities
through data mining. Even with these improvements the problem
of efficiently using resources to maximize the return on marketing
investment (ROMI) is a challenge. This problem is compounded
because of increased capability to send multiple campaigns
through several distribution channels over multiple time periods.
The combination of alternatives creates a complicated array of
possible actions. This paper presents a software solution that
focuses on answering the questions of what products to offer to
each customer in a way that maximizes the value of contact with
the customer and the ROMI. The solution goes beyond the usual
greedy approach of picking the customers that have the largest
expected value for a particular product because it maximized
return while also accounting for limited resources and multiple
sequential campaigns. Although a retail banking example is
presented, the approach is transferable to numerous other
industries. The developed solution uses the SAS/STAT®, SAS/OR®
and base SAS® products and is operating system independent.
This solution is intended for an audience with a medium skill level
in SAS.
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INTRODUCTION
The new mantra of database marketing in banking and financial
services is “the right product to the right customer at the right
time”. However, a practical and effective implementation of this
goal is not easy to accomplish. What makes this particularly
difficult is that companies have more than one product and

operate under a complex set of business constraints. Choosing
which products to offer to which customers in order to maximize
the marketing return on investment and meet the business rules
is enormously complex. This paper outlines a framework for
solving this problem and presents an example as applied to data
from Scotiabank.
Scotiabank is one of North America's premier financial
institutions; it is comprised of Domestic Banking, Wealth
Management, International Banking and Scotia Capital groups.
The Domestic Bank employs more than 23,000 people and has
over 6 million customers. The Wealth Management Group
incorporates key personal investment and advisory activities
within the Scotiabank Group. Scotiabank is the most
international of all Canadian banks, its International Banking
Group has more that 21,000 employees and provides retail
banking services in over 50 countries. The Scotia Capital Group
provides corporate and investment banking on a global basis. As
such, Scotiabank is able to offer a full suite of financial products
to its clients.
Scotiabank has made a deliberate effort to become a customer
focused institution, as opposed to a vertical product driven
company. The bank’s formally stated goal is “to be the best at
helping customers become financially better off by providing
relevant solutions to their unique needs”. A direct consequence
of this goal is that marketing campaigns are multiple product
campaigns as opposed to single product campaigns. This
transforms the data mining and campaign targeting process from
a fairly simple application of individual response models into a
significantly more complex problem of choosing which product, if
any, to offer to which customer and through which channel. The
benefit is that campaigns are more customer focused then in the
past.

BUSINESS PROBLEM
The database marketing community has changed significantly
over the last several years. In the past, database marketers
applied business rules to target customers directly. Examples
include; targeting customers solely on their product gaps or on
marketers’ business intuition. Marketers have also applied RFM
type analysis where general recency, frequency, and monetary
measurements as well as product gaps are used to target
customers for specific offers. The current approach, which has
widespread use, relies on predictive response models to target
customers for offers. These models accurately estimate the
probability that a customer will respond to a specific offer and can
significantly increase the response rate to a product offering.
However, simply knowing a customer’s probability of responding
to a particular offer is not enough when a company has several
products to promote and other business constraints to consider in
its marketing planning.
Marketing departments also face the problem of knowing which
product to offer to a customer, not just which customer to offer a
product. In practice, many ad hoc rules are used. Prioritization
rules based on response rates or estimated expected profitability
measures have been used; business rules to prioritize products
that can be marketed are sometimes used; and product response
models to select customers for a particular campaign are also
used. One approach that is easily implemented but, for reasons
outlined later, may not produce optimal customer contact plans
relies on a measure of expected offer profitability (the estimated
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probability of response multiplied by the profit given customer
response less direct costs) to choose which products to offer
customers. However, a shortcoming of this approach is its
inability to effectively handle complex constraints on the customer
contact plan.

ij ij
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BUSINESS CONSTRAINTS
Database marketing departments face several types of business
constraints. Typically, there are restrictions on the minimum and
maximum number of product offers that can be sent in a
campaign, there are limits on channel capacity, limits on funding
available for the campaign, and campaign return-on-investment
hurdle rates that must be met. These are a sample of the
constraints that marketing departments must meet when
executing a campaign. Ad hoc approaches are also typically used
in an attempt to meet these constraints.
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PRACTICAL APPROACH
Although it is not practical to solve problems formulated in this
ideal way, it is possible to approximate the ideal formulation and
arrive at a formulation that is practical to solve. There are
numerous ways to approach this approximation; one approach is
to sample from the customer base and use that sample as
representative for the optimization. Another approach (and the
one that we take) is to aggregate customers based on the
coefficients cij and rij in the ideal formulation. Aggregation can be
considered natural in this setting particularly when we understand
that much of the data is consistent and estimated. For example,
the cost data cij are most likely to be consistent across customers
for a given product. Similarly, the estimated expected profit rij is
most likely the result of data mining techniques such as predictive
response models. The implementation of this framework is
loosely coupled to the chosen form of the predictive response
models. As long as the customer/offer specific response rate is
represented as a probability, the proposed framework can handle
it.

Ultimately, the database marketer needs a concrete framework to
effectively act on “the right product to the right customer at the
right time” mantra. The approach we take is to transform the
database-marketing problem into an optimization problem that is
designed to generate the maximum incremental profit from a
limited amount of resources subject to the necessary business
constraints. This paper will describe an actionable framework that
will satisfy this business problem.

SOLUTION FRAMEWORK
It is helpful in understanding the solution framework to
understand the data that is available for marketing campaign
planning. Understanding the data will help make the problem
more concrete.
DATA
We assume that there has been a thorough analysis of historical
marketing campaigns and that accurate response probability
models exist for all products in question. The result of these data
mining exercises is a data set that contains an expected profit for
each product for each customer, where the expected profit is
derived from the customer specific probability of response and
the profit generated given a customer response. Needless to say,
these data sets can be rather large. It is not unusual to have over
5 million customer records in such a data set. Let’s assume that
there are 10 products and 1 million customers, and that for each
customer and product we have an estimate of the expected profit
given that each customer is offered each product.

The aggregation process we use involves conversion of the raw
data into a form that can be used naturally in a linear
programming optimization model. The key is to cluster the raw
data and use the clusters as the aggregate. Unlike the usual use
of clustering, the purpose here is not the identification of
customer segments or to differentiate groups of customers, but to
aggregate customers into similar groups. This is an important
distinction to keep in mind since clustering is most frequently
used to distinguish, not to aggregate. If the clusters are relatively
consistent then the cluster centroids can be used as
representative of the data for all the customers within a single
cluster.

IDEAL APPROACH
The ideal approach to solving this problem is to model it as a
capacitated assignment problem. This type of problem is an
integer program. It can be unambiguously expressed with a
mathematical formulation. Let xij = 1 if customer i is offered
product j, and 0 if not; let rij the expected profit of offering
customer i product j; let cij the cost of offering customer i product
j; let R be the corporate hurdle rate. Then, a very simplified
version of the problem can be expressed as finding the xij that
satisfy

∑x

Campaign budget

This formulation captures only the bare elements of the problem.
It does not account for multiple campaigns composed of different
products, multiple channels, and channel capacity constraints just
to name a few possibilities. However, the model can easily be
extended to cover virtually any business constraint, but the basic
formulation remains the same. It is important to note that this
ideal formulation is difficult to solve because of its scale. For 1
million customers and 10 products there are 10 million integer
variables xij, this yields 210,000,000 possible customer-offer
combinations. Since problems of this size are extremely difficult
to solve, we propose an alternative approach. While not
providing a strictly optimal solution, it does provide an
approximately optimal solution.

The opportunity costs of the business constraints are generally
not known. Constraints are usually negotiated between
marketing, product lines and delivery channel management. If
the cost of a constraint was known, then the company could
choose to relax the constraint by adding more resources. For
example, channel capacity could be increased if it were known
that there was a significant return on the investment by doing so.
Knowledge of the opportunity costs could help evaluate these
management decisions. Applications of this will be discussed in
the “STRATEGIC USAGES” section of this article.

Max

≤

ij

This aggregation enables the problem to be reformulated as a
linear program so that rather than assigning offers to individual
customers, as the ideal integer program does, the program
identifies proportions within each cluster for each product offer.
This can be accomplished with similar constraints to those of the
ideal formulation. Moreover, the linear program is much smaller
and much easier to solve. Note however, the solution may require
that multiple products are offered to proportions of customers
within a single cluster. When that happens, a new problem is
defined that is a simple assignment problem at the level of the
cluster, where multiple offers are to be assigned within the
cluster, and it is relatively easy to solve.

r
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designed to maximize the expected incremental profit through
making one of several offers to some of its customers, or
potential customers.

FORMULATION
The formulation is a mathematical description of the problem that
is directly solvable with existing SAS software. Consider the
following variables defining raw data as input into the solution
algorithm. Let yij be the proportion of cluster i that is offered
product j; let r’ij be the estimated expected profit given that
customer in cluster i is offered of product j; let c’ij be the cost of
offering a customer in cluster i product j; let R be the corporate
hurdle rate. Then, a very simplified version of the problem can be
expressed as finding the yij that satisfy

y ij ≥ 0

RESPONSE MODEL
The expected incremental profit of a specific offer to a customer
is an estimate based on response models and detailed product
profitability calculations. Scotiabank has an active group of
predictive modelers that is constantly building response models
for individual offers. These response models are used to
estimate the probability that a customer will accept a specific
offer. Scotiabank’s data warehouse has detailed account level
profitability calculations for all of its products. This profitability
information is used to estimate the near term incremental profit
given that the customer accepts the specific offer. Once a
specific offer is made to a customer there are two possible
outcomes: the customer can accept or reject the offer. Using the
offer specific response models the probability of both states is
known for each customer. The incremental profit for both states
is also know; it is zero if the customer rejects the offer and the
mean near-term profitability for new accounts of the specific type
if the offer is accepted. With this information, the expected
incremental profit of the offer can be calculated for each
customer/offer combination. The cost of making each offer is
also known and is largely dependent on the channel through
which the offer is made.

Once the yij that satisfy the formulation are found, the optimal
proportions that they give must be applied to the customers within
the specific clusters. For example, suppose that yij is the total
number of customers in cluster i. Then, every customer in that
cluster should be offered product j. Alternatively, suppose that for
a given i, yij > 0 and yij’ > 0 for j ≠ j’. Then, yij of customers in
cluster i must be offered product j and yij’ of customers in cluster i
must be offered product j’. The optimal way to do that is to solve
a simple assignment problem using the estimated expected profit
rij for the individual customers and not the clusters. It is important
to note that some of the constraints may be violated as a result of
solving this assignment problem particularly if the cluster
centroids used in the linear program formulation are involved in a
tight constraint and not consistent within the cluster.

CHANNELS
Scotiabank has several distribution channels through which
campaigns can be executed. The main channels for direct
marketing are direct mail, retail branch centres and call centres.
For this example we assume that leads sent to the branch
officers and call centres are follow-ups from a direct mail piece
and that offers designated as direct mail are direct mail only. The
use of the branch and call centres for follow-ups has been shown
to have a positive effect on the probability of response to the offer
when compared to direct mail alone. Of course, the lead delivery
costs vary with the channel used. In this example we have used
costs per lead of $3.00, $1.50 and $1.00 for the branch, call
centre and direct mail only channels respectively.
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A TACTICAL EXAMPLE

BUSINESS CONSTRAINTS
Several practical issues surround the campaign execution
process that affects the customer/offer selection process, for this
application to be acceptable for implementation these business
constraints must be maintained. The following business rules
have been translated into constraints that can be applied to the
optimization model:
•
Campaign costs cannot exceed $1 million.
•
The campaign must have a return on investment of at least
the corporate hurdle rate. In this example we have used
20%, which is not necessarily the bank’s actual corporate
hurdle rate.
•
The branch and call centre channels have a certain capacity
constraint for timely processing of campaign generated
leads. In the example, the call centre can accept up to
500,000 leads, the branch can handle up to 250,000 leads
and direct mail is unlimited.
•
Product offer minimums are also required to satisfy internal
bank objectives. For the purposes of this example we set all
offer minimums to 20,000 with two exceptions. The RESP
offer, which has an extremely limited eligible universe, had a
lower bound of 2,500 and one of the Scotia online offers had
a lower bound of 5,000.
•
Cannot offer products to customers who already have that
product at Scotiabank.
•
The standard marketing exclusions, such as credit risk or do
not solicit, must also be strictly adhered to.

We demonstrate this approach with data from Scotiabank and
using existing procedures within the SAS system to implement
the formulation described above. The details of the SAS code will
not be given.
Eleven unique offers were to be considered: five investment,
three lending and three day-to-day banking offers. The
investment offers included GICs, mutual funds, Registered
Education Savings Program (RESP) and two unique discount
brokerage offers. The lending offers included a mortgage and
two credit card offers. The day-to-day banking offers included
one of two Scotia online banking service offers and a deposit
account acquisition. The term campaign is used here to imply
one large pro-active customer contact campaign that it comprised
of eleven distinct offers, it can be thought of as eleven single
product campaigns that are being offered at generally the same
time to a non-overlapping set of customers. For the purposes of
this paper the detailed product offer descriptions have been
suppressed. Approximately 2.5 million customers were included
in the potential universe for the campaign.
Ultimately, the goal of marketing campaigns is to produce a
positive return on investment for the company that exceeds the
corporate investment hurdle rate. Although the timeframe upon
which this investment should be measured may be debatable, the
goal is fundamental to the bank. To achieve this specific
objective, the bank can execute marketing campaigns that are
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Figure 2. Offer Frequencies.
OPTIMIZATION
The estimates for customer/offer expected incremental profit,
costs and business constraints serve as inputs to the profit
optimization phase of the campaign design. The profit
optimization phase is independent of the construction of these
inputs. This means that as response models, profit estimates or
costs are refined as long as the results are represented in the
same manner, the optimization phase will be able to accept them
as inputs. This property is important as the bank is constantly
testing and refining these inputs as the marketplace is ever
changing.
RESULTS
The result of this algorithm is an allocation, of a specific offer, or
no offer, to each customer. Also output is the associated
expected incremental profit by customer making that offer. This
solution is a SAS data set that has a customer identifier, the
expected return, offer and channel designation. The full data set
is 2.5 million records; the table below shows the first 25 records.

Figure 1. Sample of the solution dataset.
SOLUTION
The Constraint Report summarizes the constraints applied to the
problem as well as outlines the chosen level and marginal costs
associated with each constraint.

Figure 3. Constraint Report.

To better understand the solution, it is useful to look at several
charts that summarize the solution and a report that is produced
by the algorithm.
OFFERS
The Offer Frequencies by Channel chart, Figure 2, provides a
graphical representation of the distribution of offers by each
channel and is useful for understanding the solution. From this
figure we can see that few of the contacts have a branch followup treatment, some have call centre follow-ups and most have
just the direct mail treatment. Offer 10 has the largest quantity of
contacts and is spread across the direct mail and call centre
channels. The Constraint Report, Figure 3, provides significantly
more insight into the nature of the derived solution.

•

•

•

4

As can be seen from the last line of Figure 3, the Constraint
Report, the objective function, expected profit, was
maximized at $3.58 million from an expenditure of $1
million. This results in a 258% return on investment for the
campaign.
The first two lines in Figure 3, Branch Capacity and Call
Center Capacity, summarize the results of the branch and
call centre capacity constraints respectively. The branch
capacity for follow-up contacts was limited to 250,000 and
the call centre to 500,000. In the solution, only 2,180
contacts were assigned to the branch, and 202,258 to the
call centre, for follow-up calls. This low quantity of follow-up
contacts, at either the branch or the call centre, is due to the
conservative estimate of the increased response rates
resulting from the follow-up and the significantly higher cost,
$3.00 for branch and $1.50 for call centre, as compared to
direct mail only, $1.00.
The third constraint, Campaign Cost, limits the total costs for
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the campaign to $1 million. This constraint is in fact tight,
meaning that the optimal solution was restricted by the
condition. The marginal value of the constraint is $1.53, this
means that an additional $1 spent on the campaign would
result in a $1.53 increase in expected profit.
The offer constraints, show the lower bounds for each of the
specific offers. Notice that 5 of the 11 products were limited
by their lower bounds. In the solution, Offer 9 was only
made to 20,000 people. If that constraint were to be
decreased by one unit, e.g. to 19,999, then the objective
function, expected profit, would be increased by $1.48 – so
the cost, on expected profit, of this business constraint is
clear.

Prob Branch ⋅ Profit - Cost Branch > Prob DM ⋅ Profit - Cost DM
⇒ Profit ⋅ (Prob Branch − Prob DM ) > Cost Branch − Cost DM
⇒ Profit ⋅ (Prob Branch − Prob DM ) > 3 - 1
⇒ Profit ⋅ (Prob Branch − Prob DM ) > 2
Either the profit given that the customer accepts (Profit) or the
incremental effect on the response probability of the Branch
follow-up (ProbBranch – ProbDM) is large enough to overcome the
$2 increase in contact costs (CostBranch - CostDM). The greater
the difference in this inequality the more beneficial the follow-up
contact is. The difference can be large if a highly profitable
product is being offered, or the increase in the probability of
response is high. For reasonable values of the probability of
response from the direct mail (ProbDM), the increase in response
rate due to a branch follow-up (ProbBranch – ProbDM) will rise with
an increase in the probability of response from the direct mail
(ProbDM). From a business perspective, this means that either
highly profitable offers and/or customers who are most likely to
respond to the offer will tend to be given a follow-up treatment.
This is a particularly important result when dealing with the
business owners of the call centre and branch channels.

PROFITABILITY
The estimated Profitability by Channel report, Figure 4, clearly
reveals the quality of leads that are sent to the respective
channels. The branch follow-up leads have a significantly higher
expected incremental profit than for call centre follow-up leads or
direct mail alone. The call centre is also sent leads that are more
profitable than direct mail alone. A few comments about the way
that the channel effects were modeled are necessary to more
fully understand this result.

SUMMARY OF TACTICAL EXAMPLE
In summary, the solution provided an approximately optimal
solution to the ideal capacitated assignment problem. The output
is a decision, for each customer as to which, if any, product to
offer and through what channel. The campaign expected profit is
$3.58 million on $1 million invested, for a return on investment of
258%. Using an ad hoc approach, that utilized response models
and near term profit, and met all the business constraints the
most profit that could be generated was $2.65 million on $1
million invested for a campaign return on investment of 165%.
The boost in the campaign return on investment of 93% is
entirely attributable to the quality of the solution produced by the
optimization process as opposed to the ad hoc approach.

Figure 4. Profitability Report.

STRATEGIC USAGES
Although this technique was developed primarily for its tactical
application, as described above, it has some significant strategic
applications too. The strategic applications are in the area of
capacity planning. Two insights will be discussed, one dealing
with campaign budgeting and the other with channel capacity
planning.
CAMPAIGN BUDGET ALLOCATION
In general, campaign budgets are determined prior to the
campaign design. The degree of analysis that goes into
determining specific campaign budgets, or annual campaign
budgets, can vary greatly from institution to institution. As a
strategic tool, the optimization technique provides an opportunity
to determine the effects of making different budget allocations –
in the budgeting process.

The differential effects of the various channels enter the response
models as a main effect. A call centre follow-up treatment
increases the probability of response as compared to no call
centre follow-up treatment. The branch follow-up treatment has
the same directional effect as the call centre, although larger. As
such, everything else the same, the expected profit from making
an identical offer to a customer with a branch or call centre followup is greater than without the follow-up. As such we would
expect to see a higher expected rate of return when applying the
additional follow-up treatments, although not at this magnitude.
There is some other factor driving the higher rate of return, in
fact, it is the channel selection by the optimization routine.

For example, in determining how much money to invest in a
campaign, it wold be useful to know the marginal return on an
additional dollar investment. This is reported at $1.53 in Figure 3
as the marginal value of the $1 million cost constraint. Given the
campaign definition, all of the other constraints and the current
customer base, investing one more dollar would result in an
increase in profit of $1.53. If marginal return on investment is
greater than the corporate hurdle rate then that supports an
argument to increase the investment.

Recall that the channel costs are fixed at $1.00, $1.50 and $3.00
for direct mail only, call centre follow-up and branch follow-up
respectively. The incremental expected profit enters the equation
through an increase in response rate. For a branch follow-up to
be more profitable than an offer made without a branch follow-up
it must be the case that:

This technique provides a compelling and empirically based
process for altering, positively or negatively, the campaign
budget. Of course, other considerations go into budget
allocations but the technique could shed light onto the impact of
such decisions.
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expectations have to be managed as campaign response rates
are more easily and quickly measured than is campaign
profitability.

CHANNEL CAPACITY PLANNING
Similarly, channel capacity planning can benefit from this
technique. It is understood that in the short run, channel capacity
is fixed, although in the long run, or planning mode, channel
capacity can be changed.

TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE SHORTCOMINGS
As this solution was developed in a linear programming
framework the constraints must be expressed as linear functions
of the choice variables. A couple of examples of plausible
business constraints that are non-linear and therefore do not work
with the linear programming approach are:
•
The number of credit card offers must be greater than
20,000 or equal to zero.
•
The cost of a specific offer is a function of the number of
those specific offers being made.

Again, from the Constraint Report, Figure 3, if it appears as
though a specific channel is used to capacity, then we can look at
the marginal value of the constraint. The marginal value of these
constraints give the increase in profit, the objective function,
given a one-unit increase in channel capacity. With the cost of
this increase in capacity quantified, one can determine if the
additional investment in the channel is warranted. This also
helps to quantify the opportunity costs of having branch staff shift
away from non-campaign related work. Again, this is from the
perspective of campaign execution, there are other benefits to
channel capacity augmentation that would also have to be taken
into account, but at least the campaign benefits would be
understood.

The scalability of this approach has not been exhaustively
explored. Tests have been run on data sets with 2.5 million
customers, 11 offers and 3 distribution channels and the solution
is generated in an acceptable amount of time and resources.
The solution was explicitly designed to scale well to the number
of customers. Scalability in the offer and channel dimensions is
significantly more expensive than along the customer dimension.
Although, the number of distribution channels that a company
can utilize in an automated campaign is not too large; the number
of possible products that could be offered could grow well beyond
eleven.

SHORTCOMINGS
The shortcomings of this approach can be broadly classified into
two categories: business and technical. From a business
perspective there are three perceived shortcomings of this
solution. These shortcomings are related to the required inputs
to the solution, changes in the types of campaign design
decisions, and post analysis, which are performed by the
business user. From a technical perspective there are two
general shortcomings of this approach. The first is related to the
constraints, and the second is related to the acceptable problem
size.

CONCLUSION
This offer optimization approach provides three significant
improvements over other, more standard, approaches to the
problem of campaign design.
•

First and foremost, the developed solution produces
significantly more incremental profit than competing
solutions. As demonstrated in the tactical example, the
campaign incremental profit is almost twice as high as that
of the standard approach.

•

Secondly, this technique is designed to implement multiple
constraints and therefore affords the business more control
over the direct marketing process. Attempting to satisfy
several business constraints simultaneously using ad hoc
techniques is a very labor-intensive task and generally
produces poor results.

The types of decisions made by business users will be altered
with the adoption of this approach. The business users will be
making decisions that affect the objective function and
constraints but not directly about how many offers to make of
each type or through which distribution channel. At first the
business users might resist this solution, as the decisions that
are being made by the business are more abstract than those
made during the business as usual campaign design process.
Although the business users are making more abstract decisions
about campaign design, they are actually gaining more effective
control over the campaign. Thus the successful adoption of this
process would likely involve some amount of business user
education with respect to the design of the optimization problem.

•

Finally, the additional information that can be presented as a
part of this solution can provide the business with more
insight into the customer base, product offerings and the
effects of the constraints.

The solution was designed to explicitly maximize the expected
incremental profitability from running a campaign, not to
maximize the overall response rate of the campaign. For
instance, a customer might have a higher estimated response
probability to a low rate credit card offer than a high rate card.
However, the profitability given offer acceptance could be
substantially higher for the high rate card. If the goal were to
maximize the response rate, then the low rate card would be
offered. Whereas, if the goal were to maximize profitability then
the offer with the greatest expected profitability would be made.
This is only a shortcoming in the sense that business users’

Cohen, M., and Parks, J. (2000), “Optimizing the Allocation of
Cross-Selling Effort,” Proceedings of the DiamondSug 2000
Conference, San Francisco.

BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE SHORTCOMINGS
The approach requires as an input the expected incremental
profit associated with each offer and customer combination.
Fundamentally this implies the creation, and maintenance, of
offer specific probability of response models and detailed
profitability measurements. Both of these inputs require ongoing
maintenance and enhancement, as the marketplace is ever
changing. This requirement does not seem to be too onerous as
most organizations that would consider implementing this
solution are likely already are producing these inputs.

This insight can be used to guide the company to craft better
investment decisions in order to make future campaigns even
more successful.
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